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Executive summary
Although a wide range of candidates and policy organizations have proposed
federal-state partnerships to encourage state spending on higher education, these
proposals have overwhelmingly focused on affordability alone rather than on a
broader completion agenda. While affordability remains absolutely critical, we
believe that the ultimate goal of federal-state partnership programs should be to
increase overall student success rates, which requires looking both at affordability
and at a larger set of completion-focused strategies. Here we recommend five
tactics that could augment current proposals on affordability partnerships: early
notification of eligibility, increased counseling access, increased access to consumer
data, expanding student success initiatives, and building an inclusive access to aid.
Each is intended to help bridge the gap between conversations about affordability
and completion, and to emphasize an overall focus on student success.
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Introduction

Years of cuts to state funding for higher education have corresponded with
skyrocketing tuition and student loan debt. i Today states are, on average, spending
16 percent less on higher education per student than they were before the Great
Recession.ii Federal-state partnerships have the potential to reverse this trend. The
core of the idea is a straightforward one: much like how the federal government
encouraged states to construct new interstate highways through financial
incentives, the federal government can also leverage its own funds to incentivize
states to reinvest in their higher education systems. The idea is analogous to an
employer encouraging staff to save for retirement by matching contributions, or a
donor encouraging charitable giving by agreeing to match a portion of donations.
The topic received an intense wave of attention during the 2016 election cycle,
with candidates and major policy organizations putting out a wide range of
proposals for how the federal government might encourage state investment. iii As
we look toward the 2018 midterms and the 2020 election cycle, we need to
continue to build on this enthusiasm, and should take advantage of this moment to
champion new, big ideas.
Plans for federal-state partnerships in higher education have typically focused on
affordability, rather than on improving overall student success. While most
proposals include student success metrics, they’ve tended not to emphasize
specific tactics for improving student success rates. To an extent, this emphasis on
affordability in federal-state partnerships makes sense: tying dollars to affordability
is a particularly clean, easy way to structure incentives. Yet, while affordability is an
absolutely critical component of increasing overall completion numbers, it’s not
enough on its own. A wide range of other barriers, such as limited access to
advising, inadequate remedial support, and institutional failures to build inclusive
environments, also directly impact student success. Ed Trust has published
excellent analysis calling for greater focus on completion as part of state-federal
partnership proposals. We agree. Dollars without added incentives to ensure
student success aren’t enough: we need to make sure students can actually use
available aid dollars effectively, and to add quality assurances and incentives to
encourage student success.
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We also believe that there’s value to outlining a platform of completion supports
that remains neutral on the underlying affordability mechanism, and could
therefore be added onto almost any existing affordability proposal to provide
direct benefit to students. The bottom line goal of federal-state partnership
programs should be to ensure that students from low and moderate-income
families, and other underrepresented backgrounds, are able to enroll in and
complete programs without taking on substantial debt. College completion has
clear individual and societal benefits: individuals who complete four-year degrees
earn more, are more likely to be employed, have higher asset income, pay more
back in taxes, and have higher self-reported levels of happiness than their peers
without college degrees. To make completion the priority, it’s critical to include in
any federal-state partnership proposal both direct financial support and additional
consumer information and student completion supports.
Consequently, we recommend a series of ways a federal-state partnership on
higher education could address some of the barriers beyond affordability that face
underrepresented populations. Each of our ideas could be directly added onto the
basic structure of most of the existing federal-state partnership proposals.
Regardless of the structure for affordability incentives, all proposed models for
federal-state partnership should include an additional emphasis on completion and
student success. Each idea in our platform is intended to:
1) Make sure affordability is paired with student support and consumer
information, under the assumption that affordability is necessary but not
sufficient to increase overall attainment rates.
2) Be comparatively easy to add on to existing proposals.
3) Include a quantifiable structure of incentives where federal funding is tied to
clear, measurable outcomes.
4) Include components that are feasible as a standalone federal grant program
that could be adopted without a broader federal-state partnership, so that
components of the platform could move even in the absence of a larger
federal overhaul.
5) Include explicit equity goals and benchmarks.
Our platform includes ideas designed to make sure students have the information
they need to succeed, including early notification of financial aid, increased
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counselor access, and improved access to consumer information. It also includes
proposals designed to increase completion rates for underrepresented populations
by expanding student success initiatives. Finally, the platform prioritizes explicit
inclusion of populations sometimes excluded from affordable higher education,
including undocumented populations and individuals with nonviolent criminal
convictions.
II. Overview of the landscape
In the wake of the Great Recession, state disinvestment continues to create
challenges for public higher education. Today 49 states are spending less per
student on higher education than they did before the Recession in 2008.iv At the
same time, annual tuition has risen by 35 percent since the 2007-2008 school
year.v The increase in tuition has only partially covered the lost revenue, leaving
overall spending on higher education down, resulting in many states terminating
faculty, closing campuses, and/or restricting course offerings.vi Student debt levels
are at a breaking point, and new solutions are critically needed.
In response, politicians and policy groups have turned to incentives as one possible
solution. In the years between 2013 and 2016, several politicians, including
President Obama, Hillary Clinton, and Bernie Sanders, and non-government
organizations, including the Center for American Progress, New America
Foundation, Demos, Ed Trust, and AASCU, all proposed possible systems for how
the federal government could incentivize state spending on higher education. vii
Each of these proposals is explicitly aimed at reducing the costs of college for
students from low- or moderate-income households. The different plans vary
substantially in several ways: the specific funding formulas proposed, the types of
institutions and students that would be covered, the outcomes requirements, and
the “pay for” on covering new costs. For a more comprehensive account, New
America Foundation’s “Strengthening the Partnership: A Survey of Proposed
Federal Funding Solutions” provides an excellent and detailed overview. viii Each of
the proposals includes an explicit funding formula designed to guide specific
decisions on affordability.ix Although many of the proposals include completion
metrics, none of the proposals, with the exception of Ed Trust’s, provide an in-
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depth focus on specific tactics and supports beyond affordability that are designed
to increase completion. x
At the same time, states themselves are frequently focused principally on
increasing overall completion rates. Currently, 29 states have set official
attainment goals, most of which fall directly in line with Lumina’s 60 percent by
2025 goal.xi The clock is ticking fast on these goals - currently only 40 percent of
adults in the US have a postsecondary credential, meaning that to meet the goal of
having 60 percent of the workforce hold college credentials by 2025 nationally, an
additional 16.4 million people would need to attain credentials in the next seven
years.xii Particularly worrisome are the disparate rates at which racial minorities,
who are a growing proportion of the national workforce, attain credentials in
comparison to their white counterparts. On-time graduation rates vary starkly by
race, with 49.5 percent of black students and 55.0 percent of Hispanic students
completing four-year degrees within six years, compared to 67.2 and 71.7 percent
respectively for white and Asian American students. xiii
Affordability is necessary but not sufficient to increase completion rates. In
countries that have made higher education completely free, like Norway, the
children of undereducated parents still complete college at much lower rates than
their peers.xiv Institutional shortcomings beyond cost also directly impact student
success. States and institutions have a responsibility to build equitable and
inclusive postsecondary environments that they often fail to meet. Students
frequently don’t receive the information they need to make fully-informed choices
on their postsecondary options, and then often don’t receive sufficient academic
guidance and support once they’ve matriculated. Institutions frequently fail to
tailor academic offerings to align with students’ previous educational experiences
and opportunities. A fully effective federal-state partnership should address critical
barriers facing students from underrepresented backgrounds, including many of
these state and institutional shortfallings.
III. Platform
As we begin to envision what the dialogue around higher education access will look
like in the 2018 and 2020 election cycles, it’s more critical than ever to build a
baseline of shared priorities among groups and candidates, at both federal and
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state levels, working to keep college accessible to low- and middle-income
populations. To that end, we’ve built a platform intended to integrate both
affordability and completion priorities, and to elevate the idea that affordability,
while critical, is not all that matters when it comes to achieving completion goals.
For the purposes of this proposal, we remain neutral on many of the questions
major federal-state partnership proposals currently focus on: we provide no
specific funding formula for overall affordability and no comprehensive outcomes
metrics. Regardless of the decision candidates and groups make on the ideal
funding formula and outcomes metrics, we encourage them to supplement their
approach with additional supports designed to address many of the additional
barriers that underrepresented students face to making informed financial
decisions and succeeding.
To ensure that policies increase access and success for underrepresented
populations, we recommend a direct requirement that all states applying for
funding under any one of these five proposals must set explicit equity goals for
closing completion gaps by race, and first-generation status. We also recommend
requiring that states pair those goals with clear annual benchmarks for progress.
We acknowledge each of these proposals comes with a level of administrative
complexity that proposals strictly focused on affordability do not. That said, this is
a space where we believe the additional layer of complexity is justified in order to
ensure equitable outcomes. Additional resources provided by the federal
government should come with direct assurances that they will help increase
student success. Unless a broader range of challenges are addressed, a federal
incentive model will continue to perpetuate inequitable completion outcomes. The
ideas in our platform are aimed at making affordability solutions stronger by
marrying them to solutions designed to increase overall completion rates as well.
A. Early notification of eligibility
Early commitment programs ensure that students receive information about
college affordability at a young age, and are an effective tool for boosting
enrollment in Pell and other aid programs. They “create a compact between
government and families aimed at reducing their anxiety and building trust, in turn
inspiring behavioral changes.”xv According to one analysis, early commitment
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programs focused on intervention in eighth grade can increase Pell enrollment by
as much as four percentage points by twelfth grade. xvi
Congress enacted Vice President Biden’s Early Federal Pell Grant Commitment
Demonstration Act as part of the 2008 HEA reauthorization, but the provision was
never funded. More recently, Senator Debbie Stabenow and Representative
Brenda Lawrence introduced the Early Pell Promise Act, which will guarantee two
years of Pell Grants to qualifying middle school students. xvii
Early notification programs benefit from federal and state collaboration, because it
is critical to educate students early on both the full financial picture of how much
college is likely to cost and how much federal and the state funding is available to
help pay for it. Indeed, the Early Pell Promise Act already functions in part as a
federal-state partnership, because it mandates that students receive information
about both federal and state aid. xviii No matter how federal-state higher education
spending incentives are structured, the funding will be more effective at increasing
equitable access for low-income populations if students and their families
understand the complete picture of their affordability options early and can plan
accordingly.
Proposed model: Tie any new federal-state partnership funding to making early
notification of Pell eligibility mandatory. In order to apply, a state must commit
to early notification going forward. States that do not currently have an early
notification program in place can apply for a one-time grant to set up the initial
infrastructure needed to make the program a success.

B. Increase access to quality counseling
Early notification programs are critical to creating an environment in which
students of all backgrounds begin to think about college as an option and a path
for their long term career success. In person counseling support is then a critical
next step to fostering this culture, addressing questions about affordability, and
demystifying the college search, entrance, and success process. Part of the
challenge is that students frequently struggle throughout high school to receive
accurate, timely information about applying for, paying for, and succeeding in
7

college. This is in large part due to a counselor shortage. The American School
Counselor Association recommends a maximum ratio of 250 students to each
counselor,xix but nationally we average 471 students for every high school
counselor.xx As college enrollment and completion rates grow, it will be
increasingly critical for students to have access to resources necessary to make
informed financial decisions.
A federal-state partnership could help incentivize change through a number of
mechanisms. First, a program could help in encouraging states to set student-tocounselor ratio targets and benchmarks, ensuring that all states that currently fall
below the 250:1 ratio make incremental progress toward improving counselor
access. In order to help states reach these ratios, federal funding could be used to
help in the build out of the American Counseling Fellows program. Currently,
National College Advising Corps runs a program that provides counseling fellows
directly to schools, in a model analogous to Teach for America’s approach. The
program is designed to increase the number of low-income, first generation, and
underrepresented students who enroll in and complete college. xxi A counseling
fellowship program would not replace highly trained, experienced counselors, but
would function as a critical step toward reaching students at schools that are
underserved.
Any federal-state partnership should also require states commit to providing
increased training for both high school counselors and college financial aid
administrators on the new affordability initiatives. This is essential to ensuring that
the information students receive is consistently timely and accurate. This could be
achieved by having all participating states either launch their own program or opt
into the National Training for Counselors and Mentors program (NT4CM), a joint
initiative of the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, the
Department of Education Office of Federal Student Aid, and the National Council of
Higher Education Loan Programs. xxii NT4CM already provides free publicity
materials to promote state training and initiatives for participating states, and
allows for training to be tailored to the specific curriculum needs of individual
states.xxiii This approach would allow the federal government to incentivize training
while still providing states with the flexibility to shape their own systems.
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Proposed model: For states with a student-to-counselor ratio that is over
400:1, mandate that a minimum portion of federal-state partnership funding
be dedicated to increasing the number of counselors on the ground. For states
with a student-to-counselor ratio between 250:1 and 399:1, provide states with
a voluntary option to use a portion of federal-state partnership funding to
increase access to counselors. Launch a federal grant opportunity to support
states in starting counseling fellowship programs.

C. Improve data access
Funding for a federal-state partnership on college affordability and completion will
be most effective if states are able to track and monitor the long-term benefits of
college programs for the beneficiaries of aid, and if students are provided with the
information they need to make informed decisions about their financial choices.
Federal grants have already proven to be an effective strategy to support states’
creating longitudinal data systems. Over six rounds of funding, the National Center
for Education Statistics has supported 47 states, DC, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and American Samoaxxiv in building out design, development, implementation, and
expansion of longitudinal data systems through its Statewide Longitudinal Data
Systems Grant Program.xxv These systems are incredibly important given the
challenges presented by the Student Unit Record Ban, which restricts tracking
critical information on jobs, salaries, and loan repayment rate at a national level. xxvi
Despite the success of these grants, 14 states still do not link their state’s
education system data with their workforce data, although six of those states have
at least initial plans to do so in the years ahead. xxvii One specific way workforce data
is tracked is through state unemployment insurance systems, which collect
employment and wage information, and which generally provide the best avenue
to capture college outcomes. That means that for students in those states, it’s
difficult to get an accurate assessment of how their college choice will affect their
prospective future earnings in their field of choice.
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Federal-state partnerships on higher ed affordability provide a further opportunity
to support buildout of comprehensive data systems, with an emphasis on
measuring outcomes for beneficiaries of student aid. They also provide an
opportunity to ensure that states provide longitudinal data in a consumer-friendly
format that real students will actually use to make decisions. We support Ed Trust’s
proposal that states build out a consumer-facing tool that empowers students and
their families to make informed financial choices by requiring states to create a
return on investment (ROI) index score for all degree-granting programs
statewide.xxviii Young Invincibles’ own Here to Career app, created in partnership
with the Foundation for California Community Colleges and the Kellogg
Foundation, provides longitudinal information for students in California about their
expected earnings outcomes for different career pathways at different institutions.
Students have shown high levels of engagement with the app, helping make the
case that longitudinal data, when presented in an accessible format, can directly
help students make informed college and career choices.
Even when comprehensive information is available, it can fail to help guide student
decisions by being difficult to understand, or by not being widely publicized. We
recommend expanding federal support for state consumer education by
encouraging a rigorous focus-grouping process for new consumer tools, paired
with a deliberate youth outreach campaign around the consumer information. This
process will help ensure that consumer data is effectively serving a direct student
need.
Proposed model: Expand grant funding to encourage states that have not yet
linked their unemployment data with their education system data to do so, and
mandate that all recipients of federal partnership funding provide and promote
a consumer tool with high quality outcomes information that has been
carefully focused-grouped and tested. States should also be encouraged to
collect occupation information (the Standard Occupational Classification) in UI
records, and to track out-of-state students through interstate data exchanges.
Give states the option either to create their own tool or opt into a using a
multi-state national tool that directly incorporates both local state data and
national College Scorecard data.
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D. Expand student success initiatives
Even if students receive all of the information they need in order to make informed
decisions about affordable college pathways, low-income and underrepresented
students face a broad range of barriers to success once they’ve matriculated. In
response, individual institutions, states, and the federal government have
launched a variety of different student success initiatives designed to provide a
holistic range of services and supports to students. Some programs have proven
more effective than others. Programs with a clear, demonstrated causal impact on
student success include CUNY ASAP and Georgia State University’s set of efforts
around improving on-time completion rates at the institutional level.
The City University of New York (CUNY) first launched the Accelerated Study in
Associate Programs (ASAP) model in Fall of 2007. xxix ASAP provides a framework for
addressing various barriers to community college student success simultaneously,
by mandating a rigorous course schedule including early remedial coursework as
needed, ensuring ongoing support from advisors and tutors, incorporating softskills training on topics including core study skills, and a providing mix of support
on tuition costs and non-tuition costs including MetroCards and textbooks. ASAP
has proven highly effective: the program has increased overall enrollment rates
and almost doubled on-time completion.xxx
Like CUNY, Georgia State has shown a drastic improvement in increasing on-time
completion rates. In the last decade, the school has increased graduation rates by
22 percentage points, despite an overall decrease in spending per student.xxxi This
improvement has come on the heels of a set of internal changes that Georgia State
made to directly increase student success. These changes included building a
comprehensive data analysis and tracking system designed to identify the points
where students struggle, and to provide immediate targeted notifications to
student advisors in response; an overhaul of remedial coursework including a new
focus on adaptive courseware; and the launch of a completion grant program
which provides small-dollar tuition assistance to individuals within a few credits of
completing a degree.xxxii
Nationally, federal TRIO programs have provided groups of students across the
country with supports throughout elementary and postsecondary education. TRIO
encompases a broad range of outreach and student service programs, including
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Student Support Services, which awards grants to institutions to provide direct
student supports including academic tutoring and counseling services, and Upward
Bound, which is an early intervention program that prepares students from lowincome and underrepresented backgrounds for postsecondary success.xxxiii
National studies run by the Department of Education over a ten-year period
suggest that TRIO programs are effective at increasing college enrollment and
graduation rates.xxxiv However, overall ability to analyze the effectiveness of TRIO is
sharply limited by federal restrictions on randomized control trials for TRIO
programs.xxxv
For states to use federal dollars effectively, they need to ensure that low-income
students can both afford to go to school and can succeed once they’ve enrolled. To
do this, federal partnership dollars should also be used to incentivize the creation
of effective, comprehensive, and data-driven student support programs to provide
tutoring, counseling, and effective systems of remedial education.
Proposed model: Launch a supplementary competitive grant process to build
state-level student success programs that pull from evidence-based models,
mandate additional federal evaluation and research funding for student success
programs, and remove the ban on randomized control testing of TRIO
programs.

E. Mandate an inclusive approach to financial aid
Finally, all federal-state models should ensure that aid is able to reach populations
often excluded from financial aid programs, including undocumented populations
and individuals with non-violent convictions on their records. A new federal-state
model provides an important opportunity to ensure that our vision for who can
access higher education is inclusive and promotes access and completion for all.
Roughly 65,000 undocumented young adults graduate from American high schools
every year.xxxvi Those students were guaranteed the right to free public K-12
education by the Supreme Court in 1982 in Plyler v. Doe. The Court held that state
law severely disadvantaged undocumented children by denying them the right to a
public education.xxxvii In the years since, higher education has become increasingly
critical to achieving financial security and tuition has skyrocketed, but
12

undocumented students have continued to be ineligible to receive all forms of
federal financial aid. xxxviii Not only do these young adults deserve an opportunity to
succeed, it’s also in our country’s best economic interest to ensure that young
immigrants aren’t cut off from pathways necessary to achieve economic
security.xxxix
Individuals with nonviolent criminal records have similarly been excluded from
access to affordable higher education. Young adults who are incarcerated have
limited or no eligibility for federal student aid. Although many individuals qualify
for aid again once they are released, individuals with drug convictions continue to
be severely restricted in ability to access FAFSA funding. xl This has a disparate
impact on black students, because although there is no difference in rate of drug
use between black and white populations, African Americans are arrested for drug
crimes at three-to-four times the rate that their white peers are.xli Cutting off
financial aid to individuals with records is also counterproductive: it cuts off a path
to full and successful reentry into society. Increasing college completion rates also
contributes to reductions in violent crime rates and increases in overall public
safety.xlii
Support for undocumented students and students with criminal convictions is an
area where the federal government has lagged behind the leadership of several
states: today undocumented students remain ineligible for federal education
benefits, but are eligible for access to in-state tuition in 16 states through state
DREAM acts, and can access publicly-funded education grants in four states.xliii
Fifteen states and the District of Columbia provide state aid to students regardless
of prior drug offenses.xliv
The 2018 election cycle presents an opportunity to push for changes that ensure
higher education financial aid for these underserved populations of students,
giving the federal government the chance to follow the example already set by a
number states across the country. The federal government should reform its own
approach to inclusion while simultaneously encouraging remaining states to build
out their own inclusive policies.
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Proposed model: Expand access to federal aid for undocumented populations
and individuals with nonviolent convictions, and make it mandatory for all
states applying for federal funding to allow undocumented populations and
individuals with nonviolent convictions to qualify for state aid.

IV. Conclusion
With student debt now totaling over $1.3 trillion nationally, xlv and Millennials
growing in their share of the electorate by 2018 and poised to surpass the Gen X
vote by the 2020 election,xlvi emphasis on how the federal government can support
strategic and equitable investment in higher education will be an even more
critical issue in future election cycles than it was in previous ones. As we begin to
see a second wave of proposals from candidates and policy organizations on how
affordability incentives could be structured, we encourage all parties to advance
proposals that keep costs affordable while simultaneously considering the range of
barriers beyond affordability that keep completion rates low and equity gaps
persistently high. By addressing the day-to-day barriers that students from
underrepresented backgrounds face in navigating their way through our higher
education systems, candidates will ensure that their proposals meet the specific,
concrete needs of real students on the ground.
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